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ж Cryptography Research Paper

Why SilkPad cipher text is secure

Modern encryption techniques typically rely upon an algorithm with which to transform
readable plain text into unreadable cipher text and a key with which to ‘seed’ the algorithm.
Consequently, it is not the specific algorithm which is so important but the key used to seed it.
This is why encryption algorithms such as DES, triple DES, Blowfish, AES and others may
all be made readily available to anyone who wishes to use them. The fact that two or more
more parties encrypt text with the same algorithm does not mean that they will be able to
decrypt each others text or messages. To do that, they would require a specific key. There are
variations on the theme, including symmetrical encryption where the same key is used to
encrypt and decrypt the text and asymmetrical encryption which uses different keys in a
related pair. However, the main point is that to decrypt an encrypted message you must be in
possession of the correct key mechanism.

To decipher a text message that you are not authorised to read therefore entails guessing the
key needed to decrypt the message. During the second world war, various techniques were
evolved in which to find the correct information or key, that could decrypt enemy messages.
This would mostly be a manual task, often employing sizable teams of individuals in order to
try numerous variations of approach in order to crack a message. As we are aware, such
activities lead to the development of what we now call the computer. Modern computers are
adept at undertaking repetitive tasks which would prove both boring and time consuming for
humans to attempt. Consequently, they are considered to be very useful for code breaking
activities. In other words, via iterative processes, a computer can try a very large number of
potential keys in order to break a particular encrypted message. This is why we have tended to
focus upon key length as a security criterion, larger key lengths producing an increasing
challenge, even for the most powerful computers (although, actually, it is not quite as simple
as that).

In theory then, a world class algorithm seeded with a long key length, say 1024 bits, offers
encryption that is pretty much as strong as anyone could wish for. However, with computers
becoming increasingly powerful, plus the ability to arrange them in a coordinated grid, it is by
no means certain that a ‘brute force’ computer attack could not break even this very strong
encryption. One potential issue is that keys are sometimes based upon pass phrases which are
more predictable than truly random generated keys, thus reducing the variability, or entropy
of the key. Even keys randomly generated by computers may not be quite as random as one
supposes. Therefore, we worry about key lengths and algorithms although, in reality, cipher
text created with contemporary algorithms using randomly generated key lengths of 256 bits
or more, is going to be very difficult to break. But not necessarily impossible, given enough
computer power.

However, all of this assumes that we use a conventional encryption algorithm in a
conventional manner. That is, we take a string of text and, using the algorithm, convert it into
another string of text. Therefore, if we know the algorithm that has been used, we can
systematically try a series of potential keys (using our powerful computers) until the string of
text looks like something intelligible, at which point we have probably broken the cipher. But
what if we didn’t use an encryption algorithm in this manner? Supposing we were able to
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produce cipher text which it is impossible to decrypt by running through an endless series of
keys? Then, no matter how much computer power we were able to summon up, we would
never be able to transform the cipher text into anything intelligible. This is precisely how
SilkPad works. It uses encryption algorithms and it uses keys, but in quite different ways than
that expected. SilkPad is a non-conformist in a computer obsessed world which conforms to
expectations and rigid ways of working. If two parties wished to send each other messages
securely, there are ways in which they could use SilkPad which would ensure that any
eavesdropper would never be able to decipher the message, no matter how many computers
they used. In fact, if they managed to get hold of the key used to seed the message and tried
this with every known encryption algorithm, they still would not be able to decrypt the
SilkPad message.

A simple SilkPad encoded message has been posted on the Internet for many months now (at
the time of writing) with an open invitation to break it, using whatever means are available.
Needless to say, no one has been able to do so to date. If they ever were able to, there are
further levels of sophistication that could be programmed into SilkPad without rendering it
inefficient from a computational perspective.

So, is SilkPad produced cipher text unbreakable? Well, nothing is unbreakable of course, but
to break SilkPad produced cipher text you would need specific knowledge of how SilkPad is
working, or be a SilkPad user yourself, as well as knowing the key used to seed the process. A
casual eavesdropper will never be able to break a SilkPad encrypted message. Nevertheless,
SilkPad will be further developed in order to provide additional customised options in order to
further strengthen its capabilities.

It may be that simply increasing key length is not necessarily the answer to better security
with respect to encrypted messages. Doing so doesn’t change the fact that there is only one
‘secret’ to discover in order to be able to decipher the encrypted messages. SilkPad works
quite differently and demonstrates that there are other ways to foil would be snoopers. In
practice, it may be argued that SilkPad messages are already several times the strength of
those created by any currently recommended methodology. The next iteration of SilkPad will
increase this strength exponentially, while remaining practically operable.




